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Team contract for Remote Deposit Capture Project 

Project Name: Remote Deposit Capture Project 

Project Team Members Names and Sign-off: 

Name Sign-off on Team Contract 

Christine Huang 
 

Hung Lam 
 

Nicole Metildi 
 

Vincent Sherman  
Amber Whipple  
Arshi Ansari  
 
Code of Conduct:  As a project team, we will: 

• Actively work towards the goal, anticipating problems and finding solutions. 
• Set realistic and achievable project goals. 
• Focus on what is best for the project as a whole, and see the project through completion. 

 
Participation: We will: 

• Be accountable for your assignments. 
• Divide workload equally among team members. 
• Let other team members know when you will be absent from any group meeting. 

 
Communication: We will: 

• Be honest with stakeholders, keeping them fully informed. 
• Discuss tasks and assignments of each member at the end of each meeting. 
• Use visual mediums to facilitate discussions and understanding. 

 
Problem Solving: We will: 

• Discuss and explore possible improvements to the project. 
• Encourage an environment that fosters unconventional thinking. 
• Build on each other’s ideas. 

 
Meeting Guidelines: We will: 

• Begin and end meetings on time. 
• Arrive with all tasks completed and presentable. 
• Be honest but respectful of others work and opinions. 
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Project Charter for Remote Deposit Capture Project 

 
Project Title:  Remote Deposit Capture 
Project Start Date: September 1, 2011           Projected Finish Date: February 29, 2012 
Budget Information: Blue Bank has allocated $500,000 for this project.  It is estimated that 
about half of this will be spent on outsourced software and consulting services.   
 
Project Manager: Ana Chova, (858) 453-2332, achova@bluebank.com 
 
Project Objectives: Remote deposit capture has recently become a popular method of 
depositing checks.  It is crucial that Blue Bank adapts this new progressive technology, so that 
customers are not lost to other banks.  Customers will use a special scanner in order to capture 
their checks, and then put the check into the system.  Deposits will be done through the internet, 
and must be easy to use, reliable, and secure.  The objective of this project is to implement a 
convenient remote deposit system. 
 
Main Project Success Criteria:  The project should bring in at least a 10% increase in 
customers and pay for itself within in one year of completion.   
 
Approach: 

• Research other financial institutions which use similar technology to get an idea of 
popularity and ease of use. 

• Develop a survey or conduct field interviews with customers as well as bank employees 
in order to determine critical features.  

• Research software, security, manage inputs, and create a “FAQ/ Contact Tech Support” 
feature. 

• Develop system using an iterative approach.  Solicit user and teller input whenever 
possible. 

• Develop a way to measure the reduction in costs as well as any increase in revenue.  
Measure these quantities during the project implementation, shortly after implementation, 
and at yearly intervals. 

 

Roles and Responsibilities 
Role Name Organization 

Position 
Contact Information 

Sponsor Dorian Denkl CEO of Blue Bank ddenkl@bluebank.com 
Sponsor Harold Johnson VP of IT hjohnson@buebank.com 
Project Manager Ana Chova PMO Manager achova@bluebank.com 
Team Member 3 IT Professional mmustafa@bluebank.com 
Team Member Sophie Smith IT Professional ssmith@bluebank.com 
Team Member Carlos Caneros Marketing 

Professional 
ccaneros@bluebank.com 

Team Member Joanna James Marketing 
Professional 

jjames@bluebank.com 
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Team Member John Jacob Purchasing 
Manager 

jjacobs@bluebank.com 

Advisor Christian Jones Code Corp. 
Contact 

cjones@codecorp.com 

Advisor Alexandra 
Altshuler 

DevAn Consultant aaltshuler@devan.com 

Advisor Tricia Young VP of Marketing, 
Head of Project 
steering 
Committee 

tyoung@bluebank.com 

Opponent Benjamin 
Beauchamp 

Blue Bank 
Manager 

bbeauchamp@bluebank.com 

Sign-off: (Signatures of all above stakeholders. Can sign by their names in table above.) 
 
Comments: (Handwritten or typed comments from above stakeholders, if applicable) 
“I will try to put in as much time as I can into this project, but I may have my assistant or other colleagues at 
Code Corp. help when I have more pressing tasks to finish.” –Christian Jones 
“I would advise my colleagues and all working on this project to be cautious 
in choosing the type of scanner to be used and to do their homework and much 
analysis in the planning phases of this project.” –Benjamin Beauchamp 
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Business Case for Remote Deposit Capture Project 

Date: 8/11/11 
Prepared by: Ana Chova 

 
1.0 Introduction/ Background 
Blue Bank is widely known as a customer-oriented bank with many loyal customers. Blue 
Bank’s goal is to provide progressive Internet banking services. The project sponsor, 
Dorian, believes that the bank can increase efficiency and save the customer’s valuable 
time and money by providing remote deposit capture, a service which allows customers to 
scan and deposit checks instantly from any location. 
 
2.0 Business Objective 
Blue Bank has a goal of sustainability and growth.  The Remote Deposit Capture Project 
will support this goal by expanding the customer base.  The Remote Deposit Capture 
Project will allow customers to more easily make deposits, and will attract the younger 
population that is more accustomed to using technology.  However, within this transition, 
it is important that no customers are neglected. Many customers have been around their 
whole lives due to the customer-oriented feel of the bank.  To retain these customers, Blue 
Bank will strive to keep the customer oriented feel that has kept many of the customers 
around for their whole lives while reaching out to a younger-aged, technology-oriented 
group of customers. 
 
3.0 Current Situation and Problem/Opportunity Statement 
Blue Bank has had internet banking services.  However, these are only used by less than 
half of the customers.  Regardless, it is important that Blue Bank provide the new 
technology and features that other banks provide in order to retain current customers, as 
well as attract new customers.   
 
The opportunity that exists is to integrate a remote deposit system into the current internet 
banking.  It is important to have a high quality system that will be free of technical or user 
problems after implementation. The system needs to be reliable, secure and easy to use in 
order for it to appeal to customers. Extensive testing should be done to provide a smooth 
integration process.   
 
The customer oriented structure will remain, but with technological integration and room 
for expansion.   
 
4.0 Critical Assumption and Constraints 
The proposed electronic deposit service must be a valuable asset for Blue Bank. 
Consultants and customers must willingly support the project, and it must pay for itself 
within 2 years by reducing internal operating costs and promoting new business from new 
customers. The project manager must lead the effort, and the project team must include 
professionals from several parts of the company, as well as a consulting firm and a 
software company, and support will be required 24/7 via the bank’s website and 
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telephone. Scanners must be reasonably priced and the new deposit application should be 
secure, reliable, and easy to use. 
 
5.0 Analysis of Option and Recommendation 

1. Do nothing.  Less than half of the current customers are using Blue Bank’s current 
Internet banking services. 

2. Work with DevAn and Code Corp to design and implement remote deposit capture 
scanners, software, and update the website with little in-house development in 
most regards to the actual physical scanner, relying on the two companies to 
provide the expertise.   

3. Design and implement remote deposit capture scanners and accompanying 
software and support consulting DevAn and Code Corp for advice in choosing and 
implementing remote deposit capture scanners using mostly existing hardware and 
software. 

 
Based on discussions with stakeholders, we believe that option 2 is the best option.   
 
6.0 Preliminary Project Requirements 
The main features of the remote deposit capture project include the following: 

1. The remote capture scanner must be of reasonable price. 
2. Access to technical support that will be provided 24/7 via the Web site and 

telephone to ensure user gets their questions answered sufficiently and in a timely 
manner. Requires group of skilled technical support personnel.  

3. Ability for customers to set up a remote capture account with Blue Bank and a 
special scanner to get the necessary images to make the electronic deposit. 

4. Ability for the system to allow customers to scan all of their checks anytime and 
anywhere by accessing the Blue Bank service through the Internet, logging in, and 
scanning the checks.  

5. This new application must be very reliable and easy to use. It must be integrated 
into the current Blue Bank and accessible using various browsers at any location 
that has Internet access. 

6. Appropriate security to make the entire site accessible to non-registered users 
while other sections off limits unless the user has an account with the bank. 

7. Other features as suggested by users (such as a phone application), if they prove 
valuable to Blue Bank.  
 

7.0 Budget Estimate and Financial Analysis 
The total budget for this entire project is $ 500,000. The project sponsor, Dorian 
expects the project to be completed in 6 months and within the budget estimated. 
After the project is completed there would be an annual operating costs of 
$150,000 per year for three years. The total project benefit is estimated to be about 
$400,000 per year for the next three years after the project is completed. The 
exhibit created summarizes the project cost and benefit. This exhibit shows that all 
the financial estimates are quite encouraging. The net present value is at $375, 000 
and the estimated payback period occurs in Year 2. The Return on Investment 
based on three years is 48%, which is excellent.  
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Project benefits are based on a more easily controlled banking experience for the 
user. This improved experience can generate more business via referrals. Other 
project benefits include: increased website traffic, which may lead to revenue 
increases from advertising or users enrolling in other bank services shown on the 
site; a decrease in the need to have as many tellers working at the same time; and 
an increase in publicity for implementing new technology. 

8.0 Schedule Estimate 
The project should be completed in six months. While it is important to finish the project 
on time, it is more important to provide high-quality service and avoid technical problems 
after the system is installed.  
 
9.0 Potential Risks 
The potential risks of this project primarily involve the controversy of trying to align the 
project with the Blue Bank’s long-term strategic goal of being customer-oriented, and the 
lack of user interest. Moreover, this project may not reach the expected profit goals and 
encounter many technical problems relating to the implementation of the system. The 
system may also be so difficult and inconvenient to use and thus poses a negative impact 
on the company’s image and reputation. 
10.0 Exhibits 
Exhibit A: Financial Analysis 
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Stakeholder Register for Remote Deposit Capture 
Project 

Prepared by: Ana Chova   Date: August 11, 2011 
 
Name Position Internal/

External 
Project Role Contact Information 

Dorian Denkl CEO of Blue 
Bank 

Internal Sponsor ddenkl@bluebank.com 

Harold Johnson VP of IT Internal Sponsor hjohnson@buebank.com 
Ana Chova PMO Manager Internal Project Manager achova@bluebank.com 
Mike Mustafa IT Professional Internal Team Member mmustafa@bluebank.com 
Sophie Smith IT Professional Internal Team Member ssmith@bluebank.com 
Carlos Caneros Marketing 

Professional 
Internal Team Member ccaneros@bluebank.com 

Joanna James Marketing 
Professional 

Internal Team Member jjames@bluebank.com 

John Jacob Purchasing 
Manager 

Internal Team Member jjacobs@bluebank.com 

Christian Jones Code Corp. 
Contact 

External Advisor cjones@codecorp.com 

Alexandra Altshuler DevAn 
Consultant 

External Advisor aaltshuler@devan.com 

Tricia Young VP of 
Marketing, 
Head of Project 
steering 
Committee 

Internal Advisor tyoung@bluebank.com 

Benjamin 
Beauchamp 

Blue Bank 
Manager 

Internal Opponent bbeauchamp@bluebank.co
m 
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Stakeholder Management Strategy for Remote Deposit 
Capture Project 

 
Prepared by: Ana Chova   Date: August 11, 2011 
 

Name Level of 

Interest 

Level of 

Influence 

Potential Management Strategies 

Dorian Denkl High High Dorian is very much interested in the remote capture 
project and anticipates that the project will draw more 
young people to Blue Bank and make the company 
more competitive.  Have a lot of face-to-face meetings 
and keep him updated through weekly updates on 
where the project is in relation to projections made.   

Harold 
Johnson 

High High Harold has a very laid-back personality and can be 
flexible with start and finish dates of projects.  While 
it will be nice to not feel as much pressure from this 
sponsor, it will be necessary to push him for what he 
would like to see come out of the project.  Have 
monthly or bi-monthly meetings with him to get 
feedback on the project.   

Ana Chova High High Ana is a type-A personality and will strive very hard 
to keep things on track and organized.  She will play a 
very integral part in leading and making sure the 
project will stay on track.  She will plan meetings 
between the team members and important 
stakeholders. 

Mike Mustafa High High Mike likes to be innovative in creating software 
programs and learning more about computer 
programs.  Empower Mike to work on his own in 
developing the website with Code Corp. and 
encourage him to be creative through one-on-one 
meetings.   

Sophie Smith Low Low Sophie is very busy working on other things in the IT 
department so she will be a little side tracked from the 
project.  Give her clear and concise tasks that aren’t 
critically necessary to do other tasks.   

Carlos Caneros High High Carlos is a very highly motivated marketing 
professional and enjoys getting things done that are 
high quality, but this can sometimes push back project 
finish dates.  Meet with Carlos regularly and 
constantly make sure that Carlos is on task but 
encourage his high quality work. 
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Joanna James Low High Although Joanna is not very interested in the whole 
premise of the project, she is a very sharp marketing 
professional and will play an important role in giving 
advice on the marketing side of the project.  Giver her 
tasks that make her feel like she is an important part of 
the project and ask her advice about the direction of 
marketing in relation to the project.   

John Jacob High Low John is very interested in the idea of the program and 
while having a reputation for high enthusiasm, he can 
sometimes lose track of finish dates and overload his 
plate with different projects.  Work to include John 
and make him feel included in the project.  Give him 
tasks that are not too important. 

Christian Jones Low High He has always been very helpful in representing Code 
Corp. and assisting with the website.  Keep him 
updated on how the project is going and meet with 
him monthly via conference calls to go over any 
questions and let him know how the project is going.   

Alexandra 

Altshuler 

High High Alexandra has responded to all emails very promptly 
and continues to ask us how the project is fairing.  She 
will be a very important person in choosing what type 
of scanner we will go with.  Continue to email her and 
have monthly check ups to see how things are going 
and consult her with questions.   

Tricia Young High High As the person who called for our team to form, Tricia 
has a high level of interest in our project and the 
success of it.  She is a highly motivated individual 
who wants to see the success of Blue Bank and wants 
it to become the best bank in the nation.  Have regular 
meetings with her and seek her advice on the project 
when necessary. 

Benjamin 

Beauchamp 

High High Ben is a very cautious person and dislikes taking risks, 
like many of the other bank managers that are 
skeptical of the project.  It will be very important to do 
many analysis during the project’s lifetime to prove to 
them that the project is advantageous to Blue Bank 
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Work Breakdown Structure for Remote Deposit Capture 
Project 

*Bold signifies Milestone 
Prepared by: Ana Chova   Date: August 11, 2011 
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Gannt Chart 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Probability/Impact Matrix and List of Prioritized Risks 

List of Prioritized Risk: 
 

1. Not enough support from several managers 
2. Lack of interest from the current customers 
3. Payback is in year 2 so no real gains in the short term 
4. Unreliable servers and technology 
5. Damage the company’s reputation  
6. Different procedure to deposit may confuse customers   
7. Lack of Implementation to all branches  
8. Fraud by customers 
9. Privacy of customers information 
10. Business continuity and system failure 
11.  Image quality of checks 
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Risk Register 

Risk Register for Remote Deposit Capture Project 
Prepared by: Ana Chova and Sophie 
Smith  

Date: August 22, 
2011      

           
 No. Rank Risk Description Category Root Cause Triggers Contingency Plan Mitigation 

Plan Risk Owner Status 

1 2 User-
Interest 

Lack of 
user-interest 

Market 
risk 

Given our current 
clientele who prefer 
customer-oriented 
service, they may 

not utilize new 
technology. This 

project may not be 
enough to attract 
new customers, 
moreover, other 
banks may have 
better scanners 

already 

Scanners are 
not selling 
well. Not a 

lot of 
inquiries on 

the new 
technology.  

Advertisements and 
sales to promote the 
new scanners. This 
can be coupled with 

other additional 
benefits for new 

customers 

Send out letters 
and emails to 

current 
customers to 
promote the 
technology.  

Tricia 
Young, 
Carlos 

Caneros and 
Joanna 
James 

To be 
monitored 
after the 

implementa
tion of the 

system 

2 3 Profit 
Goals 

May not reach 
expected 

profit goals 

Financial 
risk 

The expected profit 
goals may not be 

reached due to the lack 
of user-interest or 
technical problems 
resulting from the 

implementation of the 
system 

Requires 
longer than 

the expected 
two year 
payback 
period to 

break even 

To promote sales on 
scanners to shorten 
the actual payback 

period. Require 
competent tech 
support team to 

resolve technical 
problem  

Put system 
implementation 

progress on 
halt. Ensure 

that all major 
technical issues 
solved before 

re-
implementing 

again. Consider 
termination of 

project 

Dorian 
Denkl 

To be 
monitored 
after the 

implementa
tion of the 

system 

3 4 
Reliability 

and 
Security 

Risks 
involved 

reliability and 
security 
issues.  

Technolo
gy risk 

The server may not be 
reliable or fast enough 

to serve its purpose 

User 
complaint on 
slow servers 

and bank 
complaint on 

fraudulent 
charges 

Ensure that the 
vendor will warrant 

its technology by 
fully reimbursing a 
lender who uses the 

technology of all 
losses that arise 

from risk of using 
the scanner 

Have a strong 
technical 

support team 
after the system 

has been 
implemented 

Harold 
Johnson, 

Mike 
Mustafa, and 

Sophie 
Smith 

So far all 
testing 

show that 
there are no 

major 
technical 

issues 
relates to 
security 

and 
reliability 

of the 
system. 

Will 
continue to 

be 
monitored 
after the 

implementa
tion of the 

system 
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4 1 Internal 
Support 

Lack 100% 
support from 

several 
managers of 

the bank  

People 
risk 

these managers don't 
support the 

implementation of the 
new technology 

because more than half 
of the customers will 
probably not be using 

this technology 

Absence in 
system 
training 

program, slow 
progress in 

system 
implementatio

n 

Enable the 
managers to 

understand how the 
system works and 

the potential 
benefits related to 

the implementation 
of the system 

Reflection on 
the system to 
see if there is 
anything that 

can be done in 
order to 

improve the 
system and 

increase 
acceptance 
among the 
managers 

Dorian 
Denkl and 

Tricia Young 

Risk 
averted. 

After 
several 

seminars on 
the benefits 

of the 
system, the 

senior 
managers 
are quite 
satisfied 
with the 

technology 
and now 
supports 

the project. 

5 6 Business 
Procedure 

The 
technology 

causes drastic 
changes in the 
procedure of 
check deposit 

Structure/ 
process 

risk 

Now there are 
different options of 
check deposit, may 

pose a problem on the 
business procedure and 
the management of the 

customers' accounts 

Errors in 
check 

deposits, (such 
as the wrong 

amount, 
delayed 

deposits, etc.) 

Emphasis on 
training programs 

for the bank 
employees.  

send out letters 
of apologies to 
customers to 

ensure that the 
risk does not 
damage the 

overall 
customer trust 

and bank 
reputation.  

Harold 
Johnson, 

Alexandra 
Altshuler 
and Tricia 

Young 

Run thrus 
have shown 

that the 
business 

procedures 
are not 
greatly 

affected by 
the addition 
of the new 
technology. 

All bank 
employees 
are so far 

familiarized 
with the 

technology. 
Further 

monitoring 
needed 
after the 

implementa
tion of the 

system 

6 5 Company 
Reputation 

The 
technology 

poses a 
negative 

impact on the 
company's 
reputation 

Market 
risk 

A company is a 
reflection of the 
product and the 

services it provides. If 
this technology is very 

difficult to use or 
contain many technical 
problems, it will hurt 

the company's 
reputation and image.  

negative 
review of the 
technology on 
questionnaires
, complaints 

Ensure that 
technology is easy 

to use and has a 
minimal amount of 
technical problems 
as possible in the 

development 
process.  

Have technical 
support team to 

ensure that 
when customers 

run into 
problems with 
the technology, 

the bank can 
immediately 
solve it for 
them, thus 

minimizing the 
damage it may 

pose on the 
company's 

reputation and 
image 

Mike 
Mustafa, 
Sophie 

Smith, and 
Tricia Young 

The 
technology 

was 
designed 

with 
minimal 

amount of  
technical 
problems 

that would 
arise and 

the 
technology 
was easy to 
use. Need 

to be 
monitored 
after the 

implementa
tion of the 

system. 
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7 7 
Branches 

Implementa
-tion 

Lack of 
Implementatio

n to all 
branches 

Structure/ 
process 

risk 

The planning process 
was not done well 
enough to enable a 

smooth 
implementation 
process to all the 

branches. 

Complaints 
from 

customers that 
when they 

asked the bank 
employees 
about the 

technology, 
they were 
unable to 
answer.  

stronger training 
programs to enable 
all employees to be 

familiar with the 
technology.  

accelerate the 
process, either 

by devoting 
more resources 

or costs, to 
ensure that all 

implementation 
is completed in 
all of the banks.  

Dorian 
Denkl, Ana 
Chova, and 

Tricia Young 

Risk was 
averted. 

Implementa
tion is 

successfull
y 

completed 
in all 

branches 

8 8 Fraud by 
Customers 

Customers can 
take 

advantage of 
the system and 
deposit their 
checks more 

than once 

Financial 
risk 

Customers are 
expected to deposit 

their checks by 
themselves, this would 

allow them to hold 
onto their checks and 
deposit it more than 

once. 

Blue Bank 
notices that 

some 
customers are 
depositing the 

same check 
more than 

once 

Ensure that checks 
are marked by the 
scanner once they 
scan it through the 

device 

Initially 
capping the 
number of 
checks and 
amount by 

customers until 
blue bank is 
comfortable 

with the 
customer. 

Dorian 
Denkl 

Risk was 
averted 
after the 

implementa
tion of 

capping 
new 

customer 
number of 
checks and 

amount 
deposited 

through the 
scanner. 
Need to 
continue 

monitoring. 

9 11 Image 
Quality 

Risk of the 
scanned check 

not being 
accepted 

Technolo
gy risk 

The scanners may not 
scan an actual 

representation of the 
check and the image 
quality is not legible 

Blue Bank 
have been 
receiving 

checks that are 
hard to 

decipher and 
can't deposit 
the accurate 
amount of 

money 

Allow Blue bank 
the right to reject 
any electronically 
deposited check 
with bad quality 

Setting a 
minimum 

image quality 
standard and 
giving blue 

bank the right 
to specify 

which scanner 
model the 

customer must 
use 

Harold 
Johnson, 

Mike 
Mustafa, and 

Sophie 
Smith 

Did occur 
several 

times due 
to checks of 
inadequate 

quality. 
Needs to 

continue to 
monitor 
which 

scanners 
provide the 
best image 

quality 

10 9 Customer 
Privacy 

Privacy of 
customer 

information 
compromised  

Technolo-
gy risk 

 Unreliable and unsafe 
servers may cause 

customer information 
to be leaked.  

Complaints 
from 

customers 
suspecting 
that their 

information 
has been 
leaked.  

More secured 
system to protect 
customer privacy. 

Tech-support 
team to help 
mitigate the 

impact of the 
consequences if 

the situation 
arises 

Harold 
Johnson, 

Mike 
Mustafa, and 

Sophie 
Smith 

So far there 
are no 

reports of 
customer 

information 
leakage. 
Will be 

continued 
to be 

monitored 

11 10 Business 
Continuity 

A system 
failure would 
interfere with 
the business 

flow 

Technolo-
gy risk 

Due to unreliable 
servers or a glitch in 

the system, which may 
lead to system failure 
during business hours 
and may delay many 
business transactions 
and the continuity of 

the business 

Complaints 
from 

customers 
saying that 
they cannot 
deposit their 

checks 
electronically 

Ensure that the 
system is reliable 

enough before 
formally 

implementing the 
system. Have a 

strong tech-support 
team accessible in 

case such situations 
occur 

Have a back up 
system that is 
ready to take 

over in case the 
system fails. 

Christian 
Jones, Mike 
Mustafa, and 

Sophie 
Smith 

System 
failed once 

shortly 
after 

implementa
tion. 

However, 
the backup 

system 
prevented 

interference 
with the 
business 

flow. The 
tech 

support 
team fixed 

the problem 
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within a 
short period 

of time.  
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Issue Log 

Prepared by: Ana Chova     Date: October 28, 2011 
 
Issue # Issue Description Impact on Project Date 

Reported 
Reported 
By 

Assigned 
To 

Priority 
(M/H/L) 

Due Date Status Comments 

1 Software 
development was 
more expensive 
than expected 
 

More funding was 
needed from sponsors 
in order to complete 
project as planned 

11/25/11 Mike 
Mustafa 

Ana Chova High 12/2/11 Closed Better estimate 
needed in future 
projects. 

2 Scanners were 
prohibitively 
expensive for bank 
patrons 
 
 

If scanners are more 
expensive than 
patrons are willing to 
pay, the whole project 
would become 
pointless.  We decide 
to subsidize the first 
1000 scanners so now 
20% off. 

11/23/11 Carlos 
Caneros 

Carlos 
Caneros 

High 12/28/11 Closed Scanners will 
initially be 
subsidized in order 
to reduce initial 
costs. The first 
1000 scanners will 
be 20% off. 

3 John has not 
completed remore 
capture scanner 
promotion in the 
time he was 
expected to, 
delaying execution 
 

Critical Path is 
lengthened, increasing 
time expected to 
complete the project 
by a week. 

11/24/11 John Jacob John Jacob Medium 11/30/11 
 

Closed John should give 
frequent progress 
reports to any 
project that he is 
working on, to 
ensure that he is on 
track. 

4 Sophie 
inadvertently 
ordered the wrong 
scanners 

Wrong scanners may 
or may not work with 
system designed 

10/28/11 Sophie 
Smith 

Sophie 
Smith, Ana 
Chova 

Low 11/4/11 Closed Scanners will be 
tested to see if they 
will work, 
eliminating the 
need for 
exchanging 
scanners 

5 Wrong scanners are 
inconveniently slow 
at scanning checks, 
taking over two 
minutes per scan 

These scanners should 
not be used, in order 
to have convenient 
depositing system. 

11/3/11 Sophie 
Smith 

Sophie 
Smith, Mike 
Mustafa 

Medium 11/10/11 Closed Scanners were 
returned, and the 
original planned 
scanners were 
purchased.  Project 
delayed by a week. 

6 Certain branch 
managers were 
resistant to 
employing this new 
potentially 
problematic 
technology. 

Without support of 
local branch 
managers, they will 
not advertise and 
support the system to 
local patrons. 

12/20/11 John Jacob John Jacob, 
Ana Chova, 
Joanna 
James 

Medium 1/3/11 Closed Continued 
workshops will 
help familiarize all 
bank employees, 
including 
managers, so that 
they understand 
and support the 
system. 
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